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E D I T O R I A L

Bonjour 
Lecteurs!

elebrating its 70th edition, Festival de Cannes 

returns to Palais des Festivals on May 17. Our 

association with Cannes started in the year 2011 

and 6 years later, it continues to grow strong. Considered 

as one of the most anticipated and must-visit film 

festivals in the world, it has come a long way rising 

above expectations of its delegates while opening new 

avenues of networking and business prospects. 

France has always produced diverse quality cinema with 

memorable and though provoking content. From black 

and white silent movies to the most arcane 

experimentalism and popcorn movies, French cinema is 

identified mostly for its innovation. For the 3rd time in 

only 4 years, French films surpassed the threshold of 100 

million viewers abroad. In 2015 French cinema 

celebrated its 3rd best foreign year in over 20 years with 

takings of €600 million at the box office abroad. 

This edition of All Lights Film Magazine features Festival 

de Cannes and Marché du Film in its spotlight section 

with a sneak peek into the last edition and a glimpse of 

what we can experience this year. The cover story 

highlights a USD25 million international movie from the 

Indian subcontinent, Burning Wells, which has been 

making waves in the film industry even before its official 

announcement. Other articles include a special feature 

on Project Indywood, a quick recap of Academy Awards 

2017, excerpts from master class of Shyam Benegal 

conducted during Indywood Interactions 2016, a 

heartfelt tribute to the acting legend Om Puri, French 

Cinema – Then and Now, upcoming films of 2017 and 

other interesting reads.

As we come together to celebrate the 70th year of the 

world’s premiere film festival, we can rest assured 

knowing that the Festival de Cannes shall continue to 

grow and fulfill its founding purpose to draw attention 

and contribute towards the development of cinema, 

boosting the film industry worldwide and celebrating 

cinema at an international level. 

Neha Nair

Editor
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Je vous souhaite 
une bonne lecture!
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journalists. 

On this 70th anniversary, Festival De 

Cannes promises a celebration in 

passionate red and sparkling gold to 

depict joy, freedom and adventure. 

Embodying the same daring spirit is the 

Cannes official poster of this year, 

featuring Claudia Cardinale, an 

adventurous actress, independent 

woman and social activist, who is 

bound to illuminate everything around. 

Festival De Cannes will commence this 

year on the 17th of May with Monica 

CANNES 
INTERNATIONAL 

FILM FESTIVAL

he stage is set as the global 

stars descend to one of the 

most prestigious film festivals 

of the year - Festival De Cannes 2017. 

Scheduled from 17 to 28 May, the 

festival shall celebrate glorious 70 years 

of cinema around the world.

Inaugurated in the year 1946, Cannes 

has been celebrating its eternal passion 

for cinema by attracting distinguished 

industry professionals from all corners 

of the world.  Along with bringing 

together the iconic film industries 

across the globe, the festival has also 

received appreciation for encouraging 

new talents, and facilitating successful 

production of films. Constant increase 

of participants and discussions on new 

economic issues has made the festival 

an annual meeting place for industry 

professionals to interact, collaborate 

and work. Today, Festival de Cannes 

attracts over 40000 visitors from over 60 

countries, as also representatives from 

over 135 countries and has granted 

36477 event accreditations to over 4400 

T

CELEBRATING 
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GLORIOUS
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Bellucci as the host of the ceremonies 

and Almodóvar as the President of the 

Jury. As an eminent representative of 

the Romanian New Wave, Cristian 

Mungiu shall preside the Cinéfondation 

and Short Films Jury, following the 

footsteps of footsteps of Naomi Kawase, 

Abderrahmane Sissako, Abbas 

Kiarostami and Jane Campion. This 

year's Caméra d'or will be presided by 

Sandrine Kiberlain, an acclaimed French 

actress accompanied by her jury of 

industry professionals. The French 

actress will award a prize to a director's 

first work from the Official Selection, 

the Directors' Fortnight or the Semaine 

de La Critique. Jessica Chastain, who 

opened last year's Cannes Film Festival 

on stage with French actor Vincent 

Lindon, will also be back this year as a 

member of the jury. Uma Thurman will 

continue this year, the experience of 

watching films from all around the 

world as President of the Un Certain 

Regard Jury. 

The oldest parallel competition of the 

prestigious festival, the International 

Critics Week shall be presided by 

Brazilian filmmaker, Kleber Mendonça 

Filho. The Critics' Week showcases first 

and second feature films by directors 

from across the world and is known to 

discover new talents.

To mark its 20th year, the 

Cinéfondation Selection has chosen 16 

films (14 works of fiction and 2 

animations), from among the 2,600-

works submitted this year by film 

schools from all over the world. 14 

countries from three continents are 

being represented in the competition 

and four of the films selected have 

come from schools taking part for the 

very first time. Cinefondation's Atelier 

shall host its 13th edition this year, 

inviting 16 promising directors along 

with their producers to meet potential 

partners for completing their ambitious 

projects. For this edition 15 projects, 

ranging from new directors to well-

known film-makers from 14 countries 

have been selected. 

This year the short film competition 

shall comprise of 9 films (8 works of 

fictions and 1 animation) from Finland, 

France, United Kingdom, Denmark, 

Greece, Iran, USA, Poland, China, 

Colombia and Sweden.

The official selection line-up this year 

constitutes 49 films from 29 countries, 

12 of them by female directors. Two 

television shows will also be presented, 

although they will not be part of the 

competition. Other innovations this 

year, include "Carne y Arena", a virtual-

reality project by the Mexican director 

Alejandro G. Iñárritu. Opening the 

festival is popular French director 

Arnaud Desplechin's Ismael's Ghosts. 

He is best known in America for his 

2008 dramedy ‘A Christmas Tale’. 

Keeping up with the promise of 

maintaining diversity the festival will 

also recognise virtual cinema such as 

Netflix-funded films 'Okja' and 'The 

Meyerowitz Brothers' as well as 

Amazon's 'Wonderstruck'.

Last year Marché Du Film witnessed 

participation of 11,902 film 

professionals including 1747 buyers for 

a total of 5,201 companies. A significant 

increase of attendees was seen from 

China (+32% with 494 participants) and 

Brazil (+39% with 147 participants). 

3,450 films were presented at the 

market from which, 1,426 films had 

screenings and 790 films were market 

premieres. Also, 607 companies were 

represented throughout 392 booths, 

80% of which were situated in the 

Palais, the Riviera and the Village 

International.

Launched in 2000, the Village 

International offers national 

institutions a specific environment to 

help and achieve the promotion of their 

cinematography as well as of their 

shooting locations and services. Every 

year, more than sixty flags fly over the 

pavilions of the Village International. 

The Village International extends into 

two areas: the Village International 

Riviera and the Village International 

Pantiero. Welcoming regional and 

national institutions as well as 

multinational or professional 

organizations, the pavilions are the 

perfect places to optimize business 

networks, announce launch of new 

organizations, sign agreements, carry 

out public relations operations like 

organizing press conference, 

development of relationships with the 

professionals, producers' hosting and 

much more.

This year as the festival moves on to its 

70th edition, it brings along a bounty of 

surprises. An impressive line-up of over 

363 exhibitors has been confirmed for 

the market, along with representation 

from Republic of South Africa, Albania, 

Algeria, Germany, Argentine, Armenia, 

Austria, Azerbaijan, Belgium, Bosnia 

Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Canada, Chine, 

Chypre, Colombia, South Korea, Croatia, 

United Arab Emirates, Spain, Estonia, 

United States, India, France, Georgia, 

Greece, Hungary, Indonesia, Ireland, 

Israel, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kosovo, 

Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, 

Macedonia, Morocco, Montenegro, 

Nigeria, Norway, Panama, Pays Bas, 

Philippines, Dominican Republic, Czech 

Republic, Romania, United Kingdom, 

Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Sri 

Lanka, Suisse, Thailand, Tunisia, 

Turkey, Ukraine and Vietnam for the 

much awaited Village International.  To 

mark its 70th season, the Festival de 

Cannes shall honour the pavilions that 

best capture the creativity and 

originality of the country with a special 

Pavilion Design Award at the 

International Village.

'Bridging the Dragon' is also one of the 

major highlights of Marché Du Film this 

year aimed at strengthening ties 

between bridge between European and 

Chinese film professionals. This event 

shall witness the coming together of 

hundreds of professionals for a day of 

encounters, designed to boost, and 

facilitate co-production between China 

and Europe.

After its first successful edition in 

Amsterdam, Cannes Marché shall reveal 

its second edition of Frontières Finance 

and Packaging Forum on May 20. 

During the event 12 Forum projects 

from international producers will have 

five minutes each to present and screen 

their proof of concepts to international 

industry in Palais K. Co-organised by the 

Marché Du Film and the International 

Fantasia Film Festival, Frontières shall 

mark Marché's first genre-specific proof 

of concept screening session Among 

projects in the Forum are features from 

directors Julie Baines (Detour) and 

Rachel Talalay (Sherlock) and producers 

Sophia Lin (Take Shelter), Jonathan 

Bronfman (The Witch), Katie Holly 

(Love And Friendship) and Phyllis Laing 

(The Haunting In Connecticut)

Another attractive feature of the film 

festival is The Producers Network 

which hosts around 500 producers from 

around the world for a series of 

meetings and unique events specifically 

designed to stimulate international co-

production and optimize networking. 

Each day, a different program provides 

opportunities to meet the potential 

partners that help move the best 

projects forward. Marché Du Film also 

promotes The producers workshop, an 

annual meeting point of over 11000 

industry professionals. From pitching 

techniques to the inner workings of 

international co-production, it imparts 

new talents,  skills and practical tools 

necessary to succeed in the 

international film market. 

Doc corner shall welcome directors, 

sales agents, buyers, festival 

programmers, producers and 

distributors of documentary cinema. It 

will give one access to discover new 

films, develop a project, expand one's 

network and interact with other 

documentary film professionals. The 

Doc corner offers a video library that 

includes more than 250 feature-length 
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documentary films 

registered with the market. 

To highlight and support 

remarkable role and place 

of documentary film-

making, a day long Doc 

Day event will be 

organised to create global 

awareness and cinematic 

creativity. 

The Goes to Cannes 

session shall enable renowned festivals 

to present post-production films (or' 

Works in Progress') in industry jargon, 

introducing the films and directors of 

tomorrow to sellers, distributors and 

programmers. Ten festivals will be 

partnering up for the 5th edition, 

including Annecy International 

Animation Festival, Frontières (Fantasia 

Film Festival), Los Cabos International 

Film Festival, Festival Internacional de 

Cine Panama, Festival Internacional de 

Cine en Guadalajara, Dubai 

International Film Festival and first 

timers Hong Kong-Asia Film Financing 

Forum (HAF), Vilnius Film Festival, New 

Horizon Polish Days and Thessaloniki 

International Film Festival. The HAF 

will bring a selection of Asian film-

makers, Vilnius will represent a glimpse 

of today’s Baltic cinematography, New 

Horizon is focused on Polish cinema 

and Thessaloniki will showcase Greek 

cinema.

To cater to the boundaries of cinema 

which are becoming diversified, blurred 

and wider, Marché Du Film introduced 

NEXT, which offers a venue to discuss 

about the new possibilities and 

transitions happening in the film 

making industry. It gives an 

opportunity to talk to the experts, pitch 

projects, and participate in workshops 

and network with like minds. As 

witnessed last year, this year too NEXT  

shall focus on virtual reality, enabling 

Marché participants to try out this new 

medium together in a room or 

individually, depending on the 

facilities.

Ever since its inception 

Festival De Cannes has 

always been true to its 

motto of raising the profile 

of films with the aim of 

contributing towards the 

development of cinema, 

The film festival has 

always supported and 

encouraged young talents 

and allowed 

experimentation in the 

way of storytelling. It is a platform for 

exchanging information and to 

negotiate and uncover new 

opportunities. With every new edition, 

projects are conceived, experiences are 

shared and different cultures are 

discovered: it is this dynamism that 

makes the Festival de Cannes a true 

reflection of its time. This festival 

through has been imbibing a lot many 

new concepts but has always preserved 

its core value through years: The 

passion of cinema, We firmly believe 

that this year the festival shall once 

again fulfil its promise to keep alive the 

spark with an extensive line up of some 

beautiful and inspiring movies which 

would change the course of filmmaking 

internationally.
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‘Burning Wells’ 
an Indo - Hollywood
Movie on Kuwait War

The First Mega Project Launch 
of Indywood

urning Wells' has become one of the most 

awaited international movies from the Indian 

subcontinent. With a whopping budget of 25 

million USD, the project hit limelight soon after its 

announcement.  As an old idiom goes, ‘two heads are 

better than one’, so when the master craftsman I V 

Sasi joined the technology enthusiast Sohan Roy, 

'Burning Wells' raised the expectations to be 

essentially everything one can ask from this dream 

team of director duo.

I V Sasi is a renowned Indian film director known for 

his unique style of film making. He has directed over 

145 films in various languages and genres.  Sohan 

Roy is an accomplished, performance driven 

professional whose debut movie 'DAM999' earned 

international accolades including Oscars short listing 

and selection at the Golden Rooster Awards (Chinese 

Oscar). He was also the project designer and producer 

of many award winning Hollywood movies. 

Based on Kuwait invasion by Iraq in the year 1990, 

'Burning Wells' will be primarily shot in English, 

Arabic and Hindi. The cast and crew of 'Burning Wells' 

will have leading actors from Hollywood, Bollywood 

and Arabian film industry. It is also believed that the 

movie makers will rope-in internationally acclaimed 

technicians, to make the movie making as well as 

viewing a larger than life experience.  The 'Burning 

Wells'  project has already been creating a buzz in the 

international film circuit. The project had its mega 

launch at the Indywood Film Carnival- the world’s 

biggest film carnival in September 2016. 

In order to bring the entire film fraternity under one 

roof and to elevate India as the global hub of world 

film industry in 5 years time, Sohan Roy 

conceptualized the USD 10 Billion Project Indywood 

with 100 set targets, which is expected to set in 

revolutionary changes in the production, screening 

and marketing strategies as well as the business 

model of Indian film Industry. As part of it, India is 

going to witness third edition of world’s ultimate film 

carnival -Indywood Film Carnival in December at 

Ramoji Film City, Hyderabad. With an aim to connect 

the best of both national and international cinema, 

Project Indywood will also facilitate and enter into co-

production model for international Projects. 'Burning 

Wells', is its first International co-production deal 

which was launched at Cochin.

Director I V Sasi, through a post about the movie in 

his social media page said that he had always wanted 

to make a movie on Kuwait war using the finest 

technology available in the world. He even went to 

Kuwait to gather more information, resources, stories 

and journals which would help him shape his dream 

project. Since, 'Burning Wells' is a high budget 

multilingual movie which demands cast and crew 

from across the globe and the best technologies 

available in the world, I V Sasi  also wrote about how 

important it was to have the presence of Sohan Roy in 

the project. 

In a recent press meet at Kuwait, Sohan Roy 

announced that the movie will be shot in Hollywood 

format in 3D using 8K technology. The film  will be 

shot at various locations including Kuwait and Ramoji 

Film City and will be dubbed in 30 languages.  He also 

said that the film will explore the story of people who 

were affected by the war from an emotional point of 

view. The film will start its shooting in 2017 and is 

expected to reach theatres by the end of 2018.

 

 

C O V E R S T O R Y C O V E R S T O R Y

A film by 
I.V Sasi - Sohan Roy
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01-04 D ECEMBER 2017

TM

- Moulding a Dream of a Unified Indian Film Industry 

ndia is renowned as the largest 

film producing nation in the 

world but it lags behind the 

global standards in terms of quality of 

distribution and exhibition of films, 

ranking far behind in the list of the best 

movie making industries in the world. 

This lag is mainly due to the 

fragmentation of the industry on the 

basis of language and geographical 

barriers within the country.

To bridge this gap and unify the Indian 

Film Industry, Mr. Sohan Roy, a globally 

acclaimed film director, producer, 

exhibitor, writer, project designer with 

many OSCAR listings to his credit & a 

proven leader attributed with pioneering 

innovations in Maritime, Medical, Movie 

and Media industries, conceptualized 

PROJECT INDYWOOD, a US$10 Billion 

project to bring comprehensive and 

innovative changes in the production, 

screening and marketing strategies as 

well as the business model of the Indian 

Cinema.

With 100 set targets, Project Indywood, 

channeled through a consortium of 2000 

corporates and multi millionaires, is 

expected to elevate India as a global hub 

of the film industry. 

I

HYDERABAD
IND IA

VENUE

BILLION DOLLAR PROJECT 
INDYWOOD

THE 

˜

˜

˜

To initiate $10 Billion investments 

in India by a consortium of 2000 

Corporate Firms & NRI Investors in 5 

years, through 10,000 new 4K Projection 

Multiplex Screens, 100,000 2K 

Projection Home Cinemas, Film 

Studios, Animation/VFX studios and 

Film Schools conforming to 

international standards

To set up First Film Carnival in the 

World with Film Festival, Film Market, 

Red Carpets, Awards, Entertainments, 

Theme park, Talent Hunt, Excellence 

Awards, Conferences, Panel Discussions, 

Network Parties, Investor meets etc to 

promote Film Tourism

To promote the concept of Film 

Tourism by bringing in international 

film projects, industrial delegates and 

tourists to India

˜

˜

˜

˜

To make the Indian Film Industry 

superior to Hollywood in terms of 

revenue

To have the World's largest Film 

Festival, Film Market & International 

award functions in India within 5 years

To form India based 'World Film 

Society' to operate as the integration 

hub of the world film industry and its 

associations

To launch international Co-

Production Projects from India using 

Indian talents to attract foreign 

investment into India

˜

˜

˜

˜

˜

Create 100,000 job opportunities in 

the Animation, VFX, 2D-3D Conversion, 

VR & AR fields

To establish copyright protection 

and anti-piracy measures in India to 

support the film and music industry

To introduce the concept of CSR 

movie in India, to support debutant 

directors & producers in the domain

To have the World's largest Film 

School, Animation School & Media 

School in India within 5 years

To introduce latest technologies 

while promoting research & 

development in film industry 

equipment manufacturing and 

consumables as part of 'Make in India' 

policy
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Project Indywood took wings with the 

first edition of Indywood Film Carnival, 

the ultimate film fiesta in the world at 

Cochin( 15 - 19 November 

2015) at 6 six different 

venues. With the 

presence of a massive 

crowd of spectators, 

film directors, 

politicians, film 

personalities and 

cultural leaders, the 

first edition garnered 

immense response from 

all corners of the film 

fraternity. The carnival saw 

participation from more than 

50 countries, 40 exhibition booths, over 

3000 film festival delegates, 1500 film 

market delegates and 135 film screenings 

in 16 categories.

After the successful first 

edition, the carnival 

returned with its second 

edition at the world's largest 

film studio, Ramoji Film City, 

Hyderabad (24 - 27 September 

2016) and enjoyed a record 

breaking success owing to the 

overwhelming response of 

the crowd, unconditional 

support and guidance 

from the Ministry and 

the mesmerizing 

locale of Ramoji. The 

4 day event 

comprised of 15 

major events 

including All Lights 

India International Film 

Festival, Indywood Film 

Market, Media Interactions, 

Conferences & Panel 

Discussions, Workshops & Seminars, 

Film Business Quiz, Indywood Talent 

Hunt, Miss Indywood Beauty Pageant 

2017, Indywood Film Business Awards, 

Golden 

Frame 

Awards, 

Red Carpet 

&amp; 

Networking 

Events, Product & 

Project Launches, 

Indywood Excellence 

Awards (Media, Maritime Medical and 

CSR, Film Tourism and Investors Meet. 

The carnival saw participation of 2700 

delegates from 73 countries, presence of 

over 200 investors, 110 exhibitors, 25 

film associations, 20 film commissions, 

Tourism Boards, 50 International Buyers 

and Sales Agents, 40 sessions conducted 

by 150 panelists, 135 film screenings, 500 

companies, 300 international awards, 500 

student participation and over 10,000 

footfalls. Many prominent names joined 

the carnival, from across borders, to bring 

together the cultural and diverse forms 

of aesthetic contents from their regions 

under one single roof.
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Indywood Film Carnival 
- The Ultimate Film Fiesta 
in the World

 
Celebrating Cinematic Brilliance, Indywood 

Film Carnival shall once again return to 

rewrite its success story at Ramoji Film City, 

Hyderabad from December 1 - 4, 2017. 

Encompassing 15 mega events spread across 

three times the floor space the carnival shall 

incorporate more unique sessions, interesting 

rendezvous with the eminent filmmakers, 

exciting film trade and business opportunities, 

networking sessions and entertaining 

programs. The event shall target 250 movie 

screenings at All Lights India International 

Film Festival, 300 Exhibitors at Indywood Film 

Market, 2500+ talented artists in 20 different 

categories for the final round of Indywood 

Talent Hunt, 5000 Trade delegates, 500+ 

potential Investors at Investor's Meet, over 

300 International dealmakers, Special Country 

Pavilions, Regional Pavilions, Workshops & 

Seminars, Panel discussions & Conferences, 

Project launches, Red carpet & Networking 

evenings, Beauty pageant, Excellence awards 

in 8 categories and much more.

The Third Edition
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In an immensely short span of time, the 

revolutionary concept of Indywood attracted 

a whooping INR 1000 crore (150 million 

USD) investment from one of its renowned 

guests and NRI billionaire, Dr. B. R. Shetty, 

Executive Vice-Chairman and CEO of Abu 

Dhabi Based NMC Group. Dr. Shetty 

announced his magnum opus on 

Mahabharata, an adaptation of renowned 

Indian writer MT Vasudevan Nair's 

Jnanpeeth award winning novel 

"Randamoozham" (The Second Turn), 

thoroughly inspired by the potential of the 

Indian film industry during the event and thanks to the deep influence of 

Mr. Sohan Roy, Indywood Director. Dr. Shetty during the announcement 

of his prestigious project said "The movie would be a true 'Make in India' 

made for the world.” He believes that it would not only set global 

benchmarks, but also reposition India and its prowess in mythological 

storytelling. Helmed by renowned ad-filmmaker Shrikumar Menon, the 

movie will be produced in two parts and is scheduled to go on floors by 

September 2018 and will be released in early 2020.

Mr. Roy expressed his deep delight on the announcement and quoted, 

"The initiative taken by Dr. Shetty to make this Mega Project shall surely 

give more confidence to the potential investors in Indywood consortium 

on making similar International Projects which can change the destiny of 

Indian Film Industry for sure." Mr. Roy is currently involved in the pre-

production of his yet another mega project, an Indo-Hollywood movie 

titled Burning Wells based on Kuwait war. He will be co-directing the 

movie along with veteran Malayalam director I.V. Sasi as the first 

production venture of Project Indywood.

With every passing year, Indywood, has been establishing major 

milestones for the Indian film Industry, setting it apart from its 

peer around the world. Sohan Roy, a visionary with astute 

business acumen believes that every dream is a challenge and 

Indywood is one such remarkable vision which has the potential 

to become a 'Game Changer' for the Indian Film Fraternity.

Designed truly in line with honourable Prime Minister of India 

Narendra Modi's 'Make in India' policy, Indywood aims to 

integrate the fragmented Indian film industry by exploring new 

avenues of market for Indian cinema and promoting regional 

contents in international market, exchanging local technologies 

and man power, initiating global networking of major production 

houses and introducing collaborative ventures making use of 

local talent. Indywood is undoubtedly a perfect platform for the 

Indian film industry to launch itself to the dizzy heights of global 

cinema.

A GOLDEN FEAT FOR 
PROJECT INDYWOOD
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Dr. B. R. Shetty
Executive Vice-Chairman and 

CEO - NMC Group
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ffering endless moments to 

cherish a lifetime, Oscars 

has always been one of our 

favourite award ceremonies. 

Though last year, the academy 

witnessed inevitable blacklashes, 

and helluva controversies, the 89th 

Academy Award tried its best to 

incorporate diversity in its 

nomination pool and impressive 

winner list. The night was filled 

with political speeches, undeniable 

surprises and shocking goof up 

which made us realize that even 

Oscars can end up making severe 

mistakes. 

With the show getting bland with 

the same jokes repeated year after 

year, average selection of movies to 

the nomination list and the 

controversy of #Oscarsnotsowhite 

which trended for the right 

reasons, Oscars needed hard to 

catch up with their audiences and 

provide them a reason to stick on. 

Surprisingly, this year turned out 

to be a buffet of surprises filled 

with classic acts, few memorable, 

while few bad and a final shocking 

"Steve Harvey moment", which is 

bound to be remembered in the 

years to come.

Jimmy Kimmel, the first time host 

at the Oscars handled the 

ceremony like a pro. Though the 

ceremony felt like a rerun of 

Jimmy Kimmel Live! with Mean 

tweets: Oscar Edition, Kimmel and 

Matt Damon pointing barbs at each 

other, an appearance from 

Guillermo, the ceremony was  

wrapped and served delightfully. 

Kimmel's monologue delivered a 

plea to the fellow American's to 

have a civilized conversation 

together as Americans and not as 

opposing political parties which hit 

the right note with the audiences. 

Most of his jokes were reserved for 

Donald Trump, taking a dig at 

Oscars blamed for being Racists! 

Though his speech had political 

jabs yet he managed to kept it 

simple, and light hearted. 

Here is our take on some the Best 

and Worst moments of 89th 

Academy Awards:

The event started with Justin 

Timberlake's high energy Oscar 

nominated song 'Can't Stop this 

feeling' from the movie Trolls by 

Justin Timberlake. The song 

sparked the moment with a lot of 

vigor, zeal and boosted 

enthusiasm. It was one of the best 

moments of the ceremony which 

brought us happily to our feet as 

well.

When Meryl Streep, gave her highly 

YEAR OF DIVERSITY &
SHOCKING MIX UP
O

politicized award acceptance 

speech at the Golden Globes, it 

sparked a spurge of twitter 

messages by President Trump, 

calling her "overrated". Mocking 

the insults Jimmy Kimmel asked 

the audience to give the "lackluster" 

performer and 20 time Oscar 

nominee a standing ovation. A 

great jester for the well deserved 

indeed!

The movie Hidden Figures was a 

surprise hit which shared the 

greatness of the real women who 

worked tirelessly behind the 

scenes of NASA's space program. 

The proud moment was when the 

ladies of the movie, Taraji P. 

Henson, Octavia Spencer and 

Janelle Monae came out on stage 

to introduce the real star of their 

film -- 98-year-old Katherine 

Johnson to the audience present. 

Though she didn't say much except 

for a ‘Thank you’, her lightening 

smile and the look of adoration on 

her face delivered more than what 

words really could.

Viola Davis, took the stage to 

actually deliver an acceptance 

speech which was heart touching, 

poetic and charged with immense 

emotions. She used her moment at 

the podium to admire the ordinary 

people whose stories artists have 

the ability to tell. Her powerful 

lines “There's one place that all the 

people with the greatest potential 

are gathered - one place, and that's 

the graveyard", sure brought lot of 

tears. Viola is the first black 

actress to win an Oscar, Emmy, 

Tony Award and the 23rd person 

to complete the "triple crown" of 

acting after winning best 

supporting actress for her work in 

"Fences."

Iranian director Asghar Farhadi, 

who won the best foreign language 

film award for "The Salesman," 

boycotted the Oscars because of 

President Donald Trump's 

executive order to temporarily ban 

immigrants from a group of 

countries with Muslim majorities. 

But he made sure that his words 

were heard wide and clear. 

Anousheh Ansari, the first Iranian 

to go into space, accepted the 

award on his behalf and read 

Farhadi's statement, that quoted 

"My absence is out of respect for 

the people of my country and those 

of (the) other six nations who have 

been disrespected by the inhumane 

law that bans entry of immigrants 

to the U.S., "Dividing the world into 

the 'us' and 'our enemies' 

categories creates fear, a deceitful 

justification for aggression and 

war."

Oscars kept its word to imbibe 

diversity in its nomination as well 

as inclusive list of winners. Just 

when Viola Davis was presented 
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Hollywood's hearts this season. 

Their cute conversation ended up 

in the Oscar host lifting Pawar up a 

lá Simba to the intro from "Circle 

of Life."

A group of tourists were ushered 

into the Dolby Stadium (allegedly). 

However they were unaware of 

being led to the studio with filled 

with real celebrities. The "ooh" and 

"ahh" of the tourist at the stars as 

Kimmel interviewed them didn't 

quite go well with the viewers. 

Glitches struck when Jennifer 

Aniston made mentioned of the 

recent death of actor Bill Paxton 

when introducing the 'In 

Memoriam' segment, but the actor 

was nowhere to be found in the 

actual memorial reel. Sadly it left 

us wondering how hard it could 

have been to insert the actor into 

the slideshow. 

From Ellen's Pizza gag to Chris 

Rock's Scout cookies, Kimmel 

continued the food stunt as they 

Best Supporting actress award, 

Mahershala Ali become the first 

Muslim actor to bag Best 

Supporting actor trophy for his 

role in the "Moonlight". He took the 

moment to thank his wife who 

though pregnant during the filming 

of his film, supported him through 

his film journey.

Hollywood feuds between Jimmy 

Kimmel and Matt Damon, went a 

top notch higher at the Oscars as 

the two took plenty of their time to 

take a dig at each other. From 

Damon attempting to trip Kimmel 

in the aisle and Kimmel, taking 

over the baton, directing the 

orchestra to play off Damon (and 

Ben Affleck) when they were 

presenting the award for best 

original screenplay, their feud just 

never gets Old!

The 16-year-old Moana star and 

singer performed the film's Best 

Original Song contender with a rap 

intro from composer Lin-Manuel 

Miranda. Not only was her 

performance poised and poignant, 

but it was accompanied by 

breathtaking choreography from 

La La Land choreographer Mandy 

Moore.

The most 'awww worthy moments' 

of Oscars indeed was when Jimmy 

Kimmel indulged with The Lion 

star, Sunny Pawar, who stole 

flew from the air directly into the 

laps of the audience. With the gaga 

repeated twice or more at the show 

we believe Oscars can definitely do 

something better.

Emma Stone winning the Best 

Actress and Casey Affleck being 

presented with Best Actor trophies 

was not quite welcomed by movie 

buffs. Indeed with an impressive 

list of actors with far more 

superior performances we do 

wonder if Oscars are still not so 

white! But, this is not surprising. 

Oscars has many a times snubbed 

far more deserving actors from 

glory; remember Leonardo!

When we thought that the 4 hour 

award ceremony fared well, there 

came a shocker which will be 

itched in the history of the Oscars 

forever: THE BEST PICTURE 

GOOF - UP! As Jimmy best 

described, it was a Steve Harvey 

moment at the Oscars where the 

winner of the Best Picture category 

was mixed up. Celebrating 50th 

anniversary of their classic Bonnie 

and Clyde, film industry legends 

Faye Dunaway and Warren Beatty 

took the stage to declare the 

winner of this category. Somehow, 

they were given the wrong envelope 

which led them to declare "La La 

Land" as the winner. After three of 

the producers mentioned their 

thanks, they realized there had 

been a serious mistake; it was 

infact "MOONLIGHT" which had 

won. Though an immensely 

awkward situation, La La Land 

producers took it gracefully giving 

the stage to the moonlight crew, 

not robbing them of this 

particularly biggest moment of 

their lives. Wish someone could 

grant them the Oscar for just the 

way they handled the entire 

situation. Though it was an 

historic mix-up we were 

particularly glad that Moonlight 

won this award. The movie is 

about a gay black child struggling 

with his identity from 

preadolescence to adulthood with a 

strong subject and powerful 

performances. The movie deserved 

its place in the hallowed ground of 

Best Pictures winners.

89th Academy Awards drew its 

curtain on another of its well 

impressive editions, decorated 

with a grandeur set, impressive 

lights, and an impressive host. 

Though Jimmy, after the mix up 

declared he won't be coming up, 

we really do hope he does. Amidst 

the tense and dramatic political 

climate Oscars successfully 

delivered its continual dose of 

entertainment, infused with some 

high energy, snooze worthy and 

shocking moments, Oscars still 

remains to be one of the 

noteworthy and prestigious award 

functions in the world.
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hyam Benegal, regarded as the 

'Father of Alternative Cinema', 

is one of the most influential 

filmmakers in India. He is known to 

focus on the grim realities in our 

culture through his films that are 

experimental representation of stories 

with several different standpoints. His 

acclaimed oeuvre includes Ankur 

(1973), Nishant (1975), Manthan 

(1976), Bhumika (1977), Mammo, The 

Making of the Mahatma and Bose: The 

Forgotten Hero among others. Winner 

of seven National Film Awards for Best 

Feature Film in Hindi, he was also 

bestowed with the Padma Shri in 1976, 

Padma Bhushan in 1991 and the 

highest recognition in Indian Cinema, 

the Dadasaheb Phalke Award for 

Lifetime Achievement, in 2005. This 

highly respected filmmaker will be the 

Festival Director for the third edition 

of All Lights India International Film 

Festival (ALIIFF) that will be conducted 

from December 1 to 4, 2017.

At the Indywood Film Carnival 2016, 

held at the Ramoji Film City, 

Hyderabad, former CBFC Member, 

senior critic and Film Director 

Ratnottama Sengupta conducted a 

masterclass with the legendary director 

as part of the Indywood Interactions. 

Engrossing excerpts from the educative 

rendezvous: 

Ankur and Nishant were the first 

films on the Hindi screen where 

protest against a system was woven 

into the narrative. How did you 

think of stories that advocate 

violence as a part of protest?

I grew up in Telangana, in a little town 

not far from Secunderabad. It was a 

halfway house between an urban and a 

rural place, so I experienced a bit of 

both. Also, this was Nizam's 

Hyderabad: In 1948, when the Indian 

Army walked in and took over, a great 

deal of the old feudal system was still 

there. 

Masterclass with 
Shyam Benegal 

S

F I L M O S P H E R E

As a child I had experienced a bit of 

that and it had some impact on my 

social and political relations. At the 

same time, soon after Independence 

there was a whole lot of anti-landlord 

movement that eventually became the 

Telangana movement led by the 

Communist Party of India. It was a 

strong Left movement, one of the first 

in India, and it had a great impact on 

our mind. The life around was 

changing dramatically, and all of this 

was playing an important part in the 

process of my own social, political, and 

economic development. All of that 

determined the world views I 

developed.

When I decided to become a 

filmmaker, I was planning to make 

different kinds of films. The one 

subject that was going around in my 

mind for a very long time eventually 

turned out to be my very first film, 

Ankur (1974). That was followed by 

Nishant (1975), and both were set in 

Telangana. Only after that did my 

vision open up to the potential in 

other parts of India. Manthan (1976) 

looked at the milk cooperative 

movement called the White 

Revolution. It was triggered by a couple 

of incidents that took place when I was 

doing two documentaries for the 

Gujarat Cooperative Milk Marketing 

Federation. The money to make the 

film was collected from 500,000 milk 

farmers of Gujarat. Manthan was the 

very first film to be made via crowd 

funding. Later Antarnaad (1991) and 

Susman (1987) were also crowd 

funded. 

Manthan touches upon a social 

theme like untouchability. There's 

also an undercurrent commenting 

on the democratic institution of 

voting to elect a person to head the 

community – a theme that has 

subsequently been dealt with in a 

bigger way in Welcome to Sajjanpur 

(2008).

There are several instances of this in 

Susman which dealt with handloom 

makers. Then I made Antarnaad, which 

was again a social movement that had 

to do with the removal of caste 

inequities through a community 

programme. But Samar (1999) was 

based on a real incident that took place 

in a Madhya Pradesh village. I took it 

from a write up by Harsh Mander who 

had done a lot of work related to caste 

inequities. He wrote a book about a 

particular incident of caste atrocity. I 

went to the same place to make the 

film. The entire village, including the 

oppressed and the oppressor, 

participated in the process of making 

the film - which went on to win a 

National Award. 

Hansa Wadkar's was one of the few 

honest biographies I had read. She 

didn't hide anything nor did she want 

to put herself in the centre of it as a 

kind of tragic heroine. Because it was 

such an honest way of writing, what 

you saw through it was how the 

relationship between the genders 

actually worked. 

It is so difficult for our society to 

accept a woman who is not simply a 

daughter, wife or mother. This is a 

problem, because this works against 

the woman as she cannot assume an 

identity the way men do. Bhumika 

(1977) was a fairly complex film but 

was appreciated in many different 

ways when it was first released. We 

opened it in Bombay's Metro cinema. It 

ran exactly for three days. Then we 

showed it at Ahmedabad and for some 

strange reason it ran for three months. 

So we re-released it in Bombay and it 

ran for 25 weeks. It showed that the 

audience requires preparation on what 

In Bhumika you have imaginatively 

used the cinematic technique that 

existed at the time when Hansa 

Wadkar was acting in real life.

kind of film they were about to see. 

The technique I used was very much 

the way cinema itself has evolved 

technologically. For instance, films 

used to be Black and White for a long 

time until colour came. But very rarely 

were films actually shown in black and 

white. They were either shown with a 

sepia tint or a blue tint and then black 

and white and then it became colour. 

There too, it was first shown in 

Eastman Colour which was a 

monopack colour, then Technicolor, 

and so on. This was done in order to 

deal with the different periods in 

which you perceive cinema. I wanted 

to bring that quality into the film 

because it is the story of a film actress. 

So, the film starts in sepia, then goes 

into a blue tone, then goes to pure 

Black and White and finally, it turns 

into Eastman and proper Technicolor. 

Those are the series of changes that 

tell you the changing period of time 

because the story actually begins in the 

early 1930s and ends in late 1950s. I 

used multiple levels of references to 

tell the story. Even in the soundtracks I 

had used time transitions at many 

levels.

Our relationship with our colonial 

masters when the British ruled India 

was an odd one since there was a lot of 

ambiguity in it. Normally the hatred of 

the colonized for the colonizer is loud 

and clear. But things were not like that 

for Indians because the British rulers 

created a bridge between the West and 

us. In many ways they represented the 

West to us. That partially damaged us 

but also helped in education, 

Kalyug unfolded in a corporate 

setting where a war is on within a 

family, between close relatives. 

Junoon offered a contrast with a 

larger conflict, between an 

oppressed people and their 

oppressor.

by Ratnottama Sengupta
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Federation. The money to make the 

film was collected from 500,000 milk 

farmers of Gujarat. Manthan was the 

very first film to be made via crowd 

funding. Later Antarnaad (1991) and 

Susman (1987) were also crowd 

funded. 

Manthan touches upon a social 

theme like untouchability. There's 

also an undercurrent commenting 

on the democratic institution of 

voting to elect a person to head the 

community – a theme that has 

subsequently been dealt with in a 

bigger way in Welcome to Sajjanpur 

(2008).

There are several instances of this in 

Susman which dealt with handloom 

makers. Then I made Antarnaad, which 

was again a social movement that had 

to do with the removal of caste 

inequities through a community 

programme. But Samar (1999) was 

based on a real incident that took place 

in a Madhya Pradesh village. I took it 

from a write up by Harsh Mander who 

had done a lot of work related to caste 

inequities. He wrote a book about a 

particular incident of caste atrocity. I 

went to the same place to make the 

film. The entire village, including the 

oppressed and the oppressor, 

participated in the process of making 

the film - which went on to win a 

National Award. 

Hansa Wadkar's was one of the few 

honest biographies I had read. She 

didn't hide anything nor did she want 

to put herself in the centre of it as a 

kind of tragic heroine. Because it was 

such an honest way of writing, what 

you saw through it was how the 

relationship between the genders 

actually worked. 

It is so difficult for our society to 

accept a woman who is not simply a 

daughter, wife or mother. This is a 

problem, because this works against 

the woman as she cannot assume an 

identity the way men do. Bhumika 

(1977) was a fairly complex film but 

was appreciated in many different 

ways when it was first released. We 

opened it in Bombay's Metro cinema. It 

ran exactly for three days. Then we 

showed it at Ahmedabad and for some 

strange reason it ran for three months. 

So we re-released it in Bombay and it 

ran for 25 weeks. It showed that the 

audience requires preparation on what 

In Bhumika you have imaginatively 

used the cinematic technique that 

existed at the time when Hansa 

Wadkar was acting in real life.

kind of film they were about to see. 

The technique I used was very much 

the way cinema itself has evolved 

technologically. For instance, films 

used to be Black and White for a long 

time until colour came. But very rarely 

were films actually shown in black and 

white. They were either shown with a 

sepia tint or a blue tint and then black 

and white and then it became colour. 

There too, it was first shown in 

Eastman Colour which was a 

monopack colour, then Technicolor, 

and so on. This was done in order to 

deal with the different periods in 

which you perceive cinema. I wanted 

to bring that quality into the film 

because it is the story of a film actress. 

So, the film starts in sepia, then goes 

into a blue tone, then goes to pure 

Black and White and finally, it turns 

into Eastman and proper Technicolor. 

Those are the series of changes that 

tell you the changing period of time 

because the story actually begins in the 

early 1930s and ends in late 1950s. I 

used multiple levels of references to 

tell the story. Even in the soundtracks I 

had used time transitions at many 

levels.

Our relationship with our colonial 

masters when the British ruled India 

was an odd one since there was a lot of 

ambiguity in it. Normally the hatred of 

the colonized for the colonizer is loud 

and clear. But things were not like that 

for Indians because the British rulers 

created a bridge between the West and 

us. In many ways they represented the 

West to us. That partially damaged us 

but also helped in education, 

Kalyug unfolded in a corporate 

setting where a war is on within a 

family, between close relatives. 

Junoon offered a contrast with a 

larger conflict, between an 

oppressed people and their 

oppressor.

by Ratnottama Sengupta
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modernization, communication system 

and so on. So, even when our 

nationalist movements worked, it was 

not a violent one but a conscious one. 

This wouldn't have worked anywhere 

else in the world. 

This ambiguity came out very well in 

Ruskin Bond's 'The Flight of Pigeons' 

from which I made Junoon (1978). This 

story was set in 1857–1858, during 

what we now call the First War of 

Independence. That relationship is 

best expressed in that tragic love story 

of an Anglo Indian girl and her 

abductor, played by Shashi Kapoor. It 

has just been restored and will be 

played in London. 

Kalyug (1981) came from Mahabharat 

where cousins fight each other for 

power. Though Mahabharata 

represents a war for political, 

economic - all kinds of power, 

Kalyug was majorly about 

possessing an industry. At that 

time there were a couple of such 

wars going on, and it lent itself 

very well because the person who 

managed to rewrite the 

Mahabharata as an Industrial war 

story was Vinod Doshi, an 

industrialist who had experienced 

the same in his family. He would take 

out examples from his own experience 

that became a part of the story. It went 

on to become quite successful mostly 

in places where Indian industry has 

been strong - Bombay, UP, Kanpur...

Susman (1987) was set in the 

Pochampally area of Telengana. During 

that time, the middle man in the 

handloom business used to take away 

the crème of the business. Much of 

In Susman, the weaver doesn't want 

his son to continue weaving 

because the tradition has no future. 

Has the story changed for textiles in 

our country since you made the 

film?

that has changed now because the 

cooperatives have taken over. But the 

Handloom Industry has always faced a 

bigger challenge from the mills, 

because they have to fight technology 

through their craft. Eventually where it 

really works is in those areas where, 

whatever the mills do, human ability 

rises above that. But change in matters 

like this can be worrisome because we 

often lose a lot of our culture as 

technology tends to replace what 

human being was capable of doing 

through his creative ability. It is 

inevitable but also a tragedy.

It was the Ministry of 

Women and Child 

Welfare that supported 

the making of Hari 

Bhari (2000). That was 

the first film shot at 

Ramoji film City when 

it started. Because the 

Ministry had put in 

money to make the 

film, they took the 

16mm prints to the 

interiors where it 

mattered and 

successfully used it. These two films 

 If we look back we see that NFDC 

had stopped funding new cinema 

after 1980s. How did you get this 

kind of support from 

the Ministries for 

Hari Bhari and 

Susman? 

were promoting a perspective of the 

government where one was meant for 

social welfare while the other was for 

family welfare.

Q7. When you are funded by any wing 

of the government, does it stop you 

from critiquing the government?

Not at all. For, if that's the condition, 

then I don't make the film. I have been 

extremely fortunate to have had 

bureaucrats or ministers on the other 

side who were willing to accept the 

film that was given to them. 

F I L M O S P H E R E

Hari Bhari, Mammo 

(1994), Sardari Begam 

(1996), Zubeida 

(2001) – you changed 

the face of Muslim 

Socials in a new 

India. Earlier Muslim 

socials like 

Chaudhvin Ka Chand, 

Mere Mehboob and 

Benazir were set in a 

Nawabi past. Your 

films showed 

Muslims in a 

contemporary India. 

In India, when we say 

'social' we really mean 

contemporary drama. 

But these three films 

were essentially about 

women of different 

social strata. 

We normally make 

films about the majority community, 

largely because we feel that if we make 

films about any of our minorities we 

may not get the kind of mass audience 

you require for a film to succeed. 

Ninety percent or more of our films are 

made primarily for no other 

community but Hindus. I consciously 

decided not to do that because it isn't 

as if your problems are different if you 

happen to be from a religious minority. 

I made these three films on Muslim 

women set in Muslim domestic 

circumstances. Then I made Trikal 

(1985), set against the Goan 

freedom struggle, about 

Catholics. So in totality the 

problems are no different, they 

are the same for any community. 

But for some reason there is a 

deep rooted belief that a mass 

film in India must be about the 

Hindu community.

If you look at the biographical films 

that I have made, they are people 

whom I have admired and who have 

had a great impact on me. First I made 

a three-hour documentary on 

Jawaharlal Nehru because I felt that I 

had been much impacted by him in my 

learning years. Two books of his, 

Glimpses of World History and 

Discovery of India, had an immense 

impact in terms of historical learning. 

Glimpses of World History, a series of 

letters he had written to his daughter, 

were about world history. Later he 

wrote The Discovery of India when he 

was jailed in Ahmednagar fort of 

Maharashtra just before he was 

released and India became 

independent. This book, written 

between 1943 and 1945, are for me the 

best books on Indian history - and they 

were not written by a professional 

historian but a politician, who later 

became our first Prime Minister. 

I took a great deal from Discovery of 

India and so Nehru, played by Roshan 

Seth, became the anchor for that 

series. Later I made The Making of the 

You have made the 

documentary, Satyajit Ray 

(1984). Before that you did 

one on Nehru (1983). After that you 

have made The Making of the 

Mahatma (1996) and Bose: The 

Forgotten Hero (2005). You made all 

these when biopics were not trendy. 

What led you to make films on 

personalities?
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modernization, communication system 
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what we now call the First War of 

Independence. That relationship is 

best expressed in that tragic love story 

of an Anglo Indian girl and her 

abductor, played by Shashi Kapoor. It 

has just been restored and will be 

played in London. 
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where cousins fight each other for 

power. Though Mahabharata 

represents a war for political, 

economic - all kinds of power, 

Kalyug was majorly about 

possessing an industry. At that 

time there were a couple of such 

wars going on, and it lent itself 

very well because the person who 

managed to rewrite the 

Mahabharata as an Industrial war 

story was Vinod Doshi, an 

industrialist who had experienced 

the same in his family. He would take 

out examples from his own experience 

that became a part of the story. It went 

on to become quite successful mostly 

in places where Indian industry has 

been strong - Bombay, UP, Kanpur...

Susman (1987) was set in the 

Pochampally area of Telengana. During 

that time, the middle man in the 

handloom business used to take away 

the crème of the business. Much of 

In Susman, the weaver doesn't want 

his son to continue weaving 

because the tradition has no future. 

Has the story changed for textiles in 

our country since you made the 

film?

that has changed now because the 

cooperatives have taken over. But the 

Handloom Industry has always faced a 

bigger challenge from the mills, 

because they have to fight technology 

through their craft. Eventually where it 

really works is in those areas where, 

whatever the mills do, human ability 

rises above that. But change in matters 

like this can be worrisome because we 

often lose a lot of our culture as 

technology tends to replace what 

human being was capable of doing 

through his creative ability. It is 

inevitable but also a tragedy.

It was the Ministry of 

Women and Child 

Welfare that supported 

the making of Hari 

Bhari (2000). That was 

the first film shot at 

Ramoji film City when 

it started. Because the 

Ministry had put in 

money to make the 

film, they took the 

16mm prints to the 

interiors where it 

mattered and 

successfully used it. These two films 

 If we look back we see that NFDC 

had stopped funding new cinema 

after 1980s. How did you get this 

kind of support from 

the Ministries for 

Hari Bhari and 

Susman? 

were promoting a perspective of the 

government where one was meant for 

social welfare while the other was for 

family welfare.

Q7. When you are funded by any wing 

of the government, does it stop you 

from critiquing the government?

Not at all. For, if that's the condition, 

then I don't make the film. I have been 

extremely fortunate to have had 

bureaucrats or ministers on the other 

side who were willing to accept the 

film that was given to them. 
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(1994), Sardari Begam 

(1996), Zubeida 

(2001) – you changed 

the face of Muslim 

Socials in a new 

India. Earlier Muslim 

socials like 

Chaudhvin Ka Chand, 

Mere Mehboob and 

Benazir were set in a 

Nawabi past. Your 

films showed 

Muslims in a 

contemporary India. 

In India, when we say 

'social' we really mean 

contemporary drama. 

But these three films 

were essentially about 

women of different 

social strata. 

We normally make 

films about the majority community, 

largely because we feel that if we make 

films about any of our minorities we 

may not get the kind of mass audience 

you require for a film to succeed. 

Ninety percent or more of our films are 

made primarily for no other 

community but Hindus. I consciously 

decided not to do that because it isn't 

as if your problems are different if you 

happen to be from a religious minority. 

I made these three films on Muslim 

women set in Muslim domestic 

circumstances. Then I made Trikal 

(1985), set against the Goan 

freedom struggle, about 

Catholics. So in totality the 

problems are no different, they 

are the same for any community. 

But for some reason there is a 

deep rooted belief that a mass 

film in India must be about the 

Hindu community.

If you look at the biographical films 

that I have made, they are people 

whom I have admired and who have 

had a great impact on me. First I made 

a three-hour documentary on 

Jawaharlal Nehru because I felt that I 

had been much impacted by him in my 

learning years. Two books of his, 

Glimpses of World History and 

Discovery of India, had an immense 

impact in terms of historical learning. 

Glimpses of World History, a series of 

letters he had written to his daughter, 

were about world history. Later he 

wrote The Discovery of India when he 

was jailed in Ahmednagar fort of 

Maharashtra just before he was 

released and India became 

independent. This book, written 

between 1943 and 1945, are for me the 

best books on Indian history - and they 

were not written by a professional 

historian but a politician, who later 

became our first Prime Minister. 

I took a great deal from Discovery of 

India and so Nehru, played by Roshan 

Seth, became the anchor for that 

series. Later I made The Making of the 

You have made the 

documentary, Satyajit Ray 

(1984). Before that you did 

one on Nehru (1983). After that you 

have made The Making of the 

Mahatma (1996) and Bose: The 

Forgotten Hero (2005). You made all 

these when biopics were not trendy. 

What led you to make films on 

personalities?
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Mahatma from Fatima Meer's 

'Apprenticeship of the Mahatma'. He 

became Mahatma when he came to 

India but young Gandhi's whole 

political vision was developed in South 

Africa. I made the film essentially to 

understand how Gandhi became 

Mahatma. 

They had different approaches for the 

same goal, and that goal was India's 

freedom. These three – Gandhi, Nehru 

and Bose - approached the goal 

differently, so it was interesting to look 

at their approaches. Each one of them 

had an absolutely logical way of 

looking at it but their logic differed 

from each other's. 

I had heard stories about Bose from my 

Uncle who was sent by him to Tokyo to 

learn flying aircraft, between 1935 and 

1945. Those stories stayed in my mind 

for 45 years, till I actually made this 

film. For me he was an extraordinary 

and remarkable person because he 

never followed the conventional rules. 

He was fascinating because he was so 

different from the other leaders we 

have had.

Your films take people through 

journeys that are often difficult for 

them to comprehend. Why did you 

make a film on Bose who is 

considered a political antithesis to 

Gandhi and Nehru?

Cinema worldwide has gone 

through several different ways of 

funding filmmaking. Today we are 

back to private funding: one 

director makes it successfully, then 

supports younger directors. In 

countries like Soviet Union, Czech 

Republic and Poland, where cinema 

was state-funded, cinema has seen a 

decline in recent times just as it has 

in France and Germany, the cradle 

of the art. On the other hand, 

cinema from Iran and China has 

flourished despite state restrictions. 

So what accounts for the rise of 

cinema in a particular country?

It depends on what the original 

traditions are. If you look back, India 

developed cinema entirely in the 

private sector. There was no state 

support at all in the nascent years. 

State support came only in the late 

1960s. By then India was already the 

largest filmmaking country in the 

world - and it was totally unaided. In 

fact the government was earning a 

huge amount of entertainment tax. In 

such a situation state support is not 

likely to work too well. 

When NFDC financed filmmaking 

some directors did emerge with that 

kind of funding. But eventually those 

filmmakers who wanted to succeed 

with audiences had to give up the 

apron strings of NFDC. When the New 

Wave started in France, there was a lot 

of state support for filmmaking but 

then there was a dip. However French 

cinema never reached the quality it did 

during the Nouvelle Vague era. 

Poland and Czech had a different 

scenario altogether because the state 

support actually helped good 

filmmakers there. Unfortunately they 

didn't have the same kind of funds 

after the collapse of Communism. 

Different countries have different 

traditions and different ways of 

filmmaking but ultimately it's not how 

much money you get to make a film 

but how many outlets you have to 

reach the audience. That's where the 

real problem lies.

Q12.  How has the development of 

technology impacted the art of cinema?

It has impacted cinema enormously. 

We must not forget that Cinema is a 

child of technology and as technology 

changes, cinema changes 

automatically. It's not like the art of 

painting, in fact it is the first 

technological art. It didn't come with 

human being, it was invented by 

human being. So, as technology 

evolves cinema changes, its grammar 

changes, its language changes... If you 

look at a silent film today, their 

manner of telling the story is through 

what we later termed 'Montage.' But 

that kind of thing disappeared when 

sound came. So, there was an 

evolution which was forced by 

technology. Now that we have 3D 

images and surround sound, the 

manner of telling the story must 

change.

If you think you are a teacher teaching 

through cinema, then you may 

definitely give a solution. But by and 

large filmmakers must refrain from 

thinking of themselves as teachers. 

They are people who express 

themselves through the art of cinema. 

How important is it for a filmmaker 

to give a closure or suggest a 

solution in a film?

Masterclass with 
Shyam Benegal 
by Ratnottama Sengupta
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rançois Truffaut, Claude 

Chabrol, Jean-Luc 

Godard…These are some of the 

iconic filmmakers who have inspired 

many cinema artists in the world today. 

It wouldn't be an exaggeration if we say 

that these are the names which define 

French Cinema and have created a French 

New wave!

For more than a century, France has had 

a major influence on cinema and 

continues to be the most important 

producers of film. French cinema is 

renowned in the world for its quality, 

breadth and sophistication. Even more 

fascinating is the history 

of this cinema culture 

where technological 

advancements and socio-

political factors 

encroached on the 

development and 

exploitation of film art in 

the country.

The Birth of Cinema is 

often credited to two 

Frenchmen, Auguste and 

Louis Lumière, who created 

Cinématographe in the year 1895. It 

became a sensation when their movie, 

Employees Leaving the Lumière Factory 

(La Sortie de l'usine Lumière à Lyon) was 

presented at a meeting of the Société 

d'encouragement pour l'industrie 

nationale in Paris. 

Cinema hence was proclaimed as a new 

art form, but its true potential as a 

medium of entertainment was realised 

by Georges Méliès. With his experience 

as a stage magician he invented fantasy 

films, best known of which is A Trip to 

the Moon (Le Voyage dans la Lune - 

1902), the world's first science fiction, 

and landmark in cinematic special 

effects. But it was Charles Pathé and 

Léon Gaumont who benefited from this 

invention by establishing a production 

and distribution company. Meanwhile, 

Alice Guy-Blaché, Léon Gaumont's one-

time secretary, who is largely forgotten 

now, trailed the status of being the first 

female film-maker through her film 

L'enfant de la barricade. She made 

around 400 short films in diverse genre 

and is credited as the first filmmaker to 

invent film narrative. 

Before the first world war, France 

dominated the film 

production industry but 

the scenario changed 

dramatically in 1914, a 

shortage of film stock due 

to war led French cinema 

to fall behind America and 

by 1919, French cinema 

could contribute less than 

20% to the box office 

receipts. 

FRENCH CINEMA 
Then and Now
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Early 1920s, saw emergence of avant-

garde filmmakers who restored the 

prestige of French Cinema. Marcel L' 

Herbier, Jean Epstein, Germaine Dulac, 

René Clair and Abel Gance were some of 

the prominent filmmakers whose flair 

for experimentation strongly influenced 

the latest artistic trends. But the 

towering achievement of French Cinema 

in the silent era was Albel Glance's six-

hour biopic of Napoleon (1927). As the 

French cinema grew longer and daring, 

1920s saw an upsurge in Historical 

dramas and literary adaptations like 

Henri Fescourt's Les Misérables (1925) 

and Monte Cristo (1929). 

During the end of 1920s sound was 

introduced to cinema which saw a 

massive advent of talent on both sides of 

camera. Playwright Marcel Pagnol put 

adaptations of his celebrated Marseilles 

plays into production - first Marius 

(1931), then Fanny (1932), and finally 

César (1936). But the period really 

belonged to the pioneers of "poetic 

realism". Vigo's crude satire Zero de 

Conduite (1933) followed by the lyrical 

L'Atalante (1934) were some of the 

masterpieces created during the period. 

Renoir's career took off with Boudu Saved 

from Drowning (1932), and thereafter 

produced a string of brilliant films up to 

the outbreak of the second world war: A 

Day in the Country (1936), The Crime of 

Monsieur Lange (1936), La Grande 

Illusion (1937), La Bête Humaine (1938), 

and arguably the greatest of all: La Règle 

du Jeu (1939). Duvivier weighed in with 

the Algeria-set gangster yarn Pépé le 

Moko (1937), while Carné also 

anticipated American-style noir with 

Quai des Brumes (1938) and Le Jour se 

Lève (1939). But Carné, arguably, outdid 

them all with Les Enfants du Paradis 

(1945); a romantic melodrama set in the 

19th-century which became a symbol of 

national cultural identity.

The era also saw emergence of light 

comedy featuring ever popular variety 

entertainer, Fernandel, who dominated 

mainstream comedy. Other actors who 

made their tryst with fame during this 

time included Arletty, Louis Jouvet, Jules 

Berry, Harry Baur, Charles Boyer and 

many more. To compete Hollywood, 

France and Germany pooled in their 

resources to produce films under Franco-

German co-productions. Ticket sales rose 

from 150 to 450 million but alas! Came 

the Second world war.

1940 to 1948, also sometimes termed as 

the 'Era of darkness', the capitulation of 

France to Nazi in Germany brought the 

commercial movie making to a standstill. 

Many prominent filmmakers and actors 

too had to leave the country. But soon 

the German's realised how important it 

was for France to produce their own 

films, hence the studios were opened for 

business once again. The era saw Robert 

Bresson's minimalist Diary of a Country 

Priest (1951) and Jean Cocteau's La Belle 

et la Bête (1946) and Orphée (1950). 

Cocteau's work also gave a chance to a 

new generation in the shape of Jean-

Pierre Melville, who directed an 

adaptation of Les Enfants Terribles 

(1950). 

By the mid1950s, French cinema became 

complacent and adopted high standard of 

filmmaking. François Truffaut's The 400 

Blows (1959) and Jean-Luc Godard's 

Breathless (1960) were the forerunners of 

this decade. But the New Wave triggered 

a plethora of brilliant film-makers 

associated like Alain Resnais, Agnès 

Varda, Jacques Demy, Louis Malle, Eric 

Rohmer. By the end of the decade Jean-

Pierre Melville finished a trilogy of crime 

films including Le Samourai (1968), Army 

in the Shadows (1969), and Le Cercle 

Rouge (1970). He carved his own niche in 

French filmmaking, abiding to his theme 

of work being the necessity to adhere to 

a code of honor. He even made a 

definitive wartime resistance film 

L'Armée des ombres (1969).

French Cinema underwent resurgence in 

the 1960s wherein comedies and thrillers 

were the two genres that saw an upsurge. 

1960s and 1970s saw big hits from the 

Director Gérard Oury but his biggest 

success came with La Grande Vadrouille, 

which was seen by an audience of 17.3 

million. In the 1970s, the French cinema 

was more politicised and quite resembled 

American style of filmmaking, more 

action oriented and violent. The 

conspiracy thrillers become one of the 

most popular genres of the decade. Some 

filmmakers were even touched upon the 

subject of the sensitive Algeria war which 

tumbled many skeletons out from the 

closet. Few of the biggest films made 

during that decade include Boisset's Le 

Juge Fayard dit Le Sheriff (1977), José 

Giovanni's Deux homes dans la ville 

(1973), Joseph Losey's Monsieur Klein, 

Laurent Heynemann's La Question 

(1977).
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Early 1920s, saw emergence of avant-

garde filmmakers who restored the 

prestige of French Cinema. Marcel L' 
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the prominent filmmakers whose flair 
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1980s brought a tough time for the 

French Cinema. It was during this period 

that legislations were introduced by the 

French government were only limited 

number of cinema was released on air. 

Even the cinema audience reached their 

lowest in 1992, with just 116 million 

tickets sold. Realism made a comeback in 

the 1990s, primarily through the Mathieu 

Kassovitz-directed La Haine, but the 

leading influence of the subsequent 

generation has undoubtedly been Jean-

Pierre Jeunet. Some of his best work 

included Delicatessen (1991) and Amélie 

(2001). This decade in particular poised 

as a golden period for the French Cinema 

as it saw a resurgence of new talents, 

themes and styles of filmmaking. Jacques 

Audiard's De battre mon Coeur s'est arêté 

(2005), Un prophète (2009), Danny 

Boon's comedy Bienvenue Chez les Ch'tis 

(2008) were some of the most critically 

acclaimed movies made during that 

period. 

2011 saw the biggest hit in French 

Cinema history. Michel Hazanavicius's 

The Artist, the black and white silent 

tribute to the golden age of Hollywood 

was a massive worldwide hit which won 

5 Oscars. Some surprises comebacks were 

seen in the year 2012 and social / 

political themes continued to influence 

French cinema deeply. With the advent 

of digital age, French cinema tried hard 

to stay in the game and successfully 

managed to bounce back to regain 

prominent position in the world of 

cinema. Though Low budgets, small 

market, expensive settings and special 

effects have been laying a major role in 

hindering the commercialisation of fresh 

cinema in the world, French national and 

regional government have involved 

themselves in film production to revive 

French cinema and explore distribution 

opportunities. 

In 2015, French cinema sold 106 million 

tickets and grossed €600 million outside 

of the country. With 205.34 million 

tickets sold in 2015 and 212.71 million in 

2016, France is the third biggest film 

market in the world both in terms of 

admissions (after the United States and 

India) and revenues (after the United 

States and Japan). It is also the most 

successful film industry in Europe in 

terms of number of films produced per 

annum, with a record-breaking 300 

feature-length films produced in 2015. 

French film industry is closer to being 

entirely self-sufficient than any other 

country in Europe, recovering around 80-

90% of costs from revenues generated in 

the domestic market alone. In 2013, 

France was reckoned as the 2nd largest 

exporter of films in the world after the 

United States. It is also known as the 

most appreciated cinema after American 

cinema. For the 3rd time in only 4 years, 

French films surpassed the threshold of 

100 million viewers abroad. In 2015 

French cinema celebrated its 3rd best 

foreign year in over 20 years with takings 

of €600 million at the box office abroad.

France has always produced diverse 

quality cinema with memorable and 

though provoking content. To regain its 

position in the global cinema scenario, 

French cinemas will see its international 

presence at the 70th Festival De Cannes. 

Often defined as art cinema, with slower 

plotlines and strong independent 

characteristic, French Cinema over the 

years has created a niche for itself. For a 

country which has literally given birth to 

the art called Cinema, we are definite it 

shall continue to create a cinematic 

revolution for years to come. 
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OM PURI
A Tribute to the Acting Legend 

016 was a devastating year for 

World film industry. Death of 

many famous faces left a huge 

void in the industry. While the 

industry was trying to recoup from the 

death spree, the string of loss 

continued through 2017as well. 

6th January 2017, Indian Film Industry 

woke up to the news of passing away 

of a veteran film actor Shri. Om 

Prakesh Puri. Considered to be an 

acting marvel in the East as well as the 

West, Om Puri mainly appeared in 

commercial Indian films as well as 

independent art films. He was born in 

a Punjabi Family in Ambala on 18th 

October 1950, youngest of the seven 

sons born to an army officer and his 

wife.  Puri had a childhood filled with 

hardships and struggles. He had to do 

many odd jobs to make ends meet and 

support his family. With big dreams in 

his eyes, he continued studying while 

working. He secured admission in 

Khalsa College in Patiala where he 

discovered his love for cinema. During 

the colleges days he worked as a lab 

assistant to make a living and joined a 

theatre group, 'Punjab Kala Munch' to 

follow his passion. After securing a 

degree he was offered a clerical job but 

when opportunity came knocking he 

decided to quit and join the National 

School of Drama in Pune. 

An alumnus of the 1973 batch of 

National School of Drama where he 

studied theatre acting, Puri thereafter 

began to seek active roles in theater 

and in films and worked at the Actor's 

studio to manage his living expenses. 

His first film was Chor Chor Chhup 

Jaaye (1975), a children's film by BV 

Karanth. He made his debut in the 

main stream films genre with 

Ghashiram Kotwal (1976), a Marathi 

film directed by K. Hariharan and 

Manu Kaul in which he played the role 

of Bhiku, a mute murder suspect 

whose silence through the picture is 

broken by a blood cuddling scream in 

its final minutes. Based on the Marathi 

play of the same name by Vijay 

Tendulkar, the film was made in 

cooperation with 16 graduates from 

the FTII. Though Puri stated that he 

was provided "peanuts" for the same, 

he was proud of the movie which 

garnered him lot of appreciation. 

Another film of which he feels 

distinctively proud of was Arohan 

(1983), in which he played a victimized 

farmer. He was named best Actor at the 

Indian National Film Awards for the 

latter.

After his successful debut he made his 

mark through numerous art films 

including Bhavni Bhavai (1980), Sadgati 

(1981) Ardh Satya (1982), Mirch Masala 

(1986) and Dharavi (1992).

Throughout his career he insisted on 

social value of his work. During one of 

his interviews he quoted "It is my first 

preference to do films with social 

significance. Art cinema has given me 
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credibility and status as an actor, but 

commercial cinema has given me a 

comfortable living".

His commercial acclaim came with 

Ardh Satya (1983), in which he played 

the role of a conscientious young cop 

confronting Indian corruption. The 

film won him a second National Film 

award as well as the best actor prize at 

the Karlovy Vary film festival. He was 

critically acclaimed for his 

performances in many unconventional 

roles such as a victimized tribal in 

Aakrosh (1980); Jimmy's manager in 

Disco Dancer (1982); cameo in the 

highly acclaimed film directed by 

Richard Attenborough's Gandhi (1982), 

Vinod's uncle in Zamana (1985), the 

leader of a cell of Sikh militants in 

Maachis (1996); as a tough cop again in 

the commercial film Gupt (1997); and 

as the courageous father of a martyred 

soldier in Dhoop (2003).

In the mid-1990s, he diversified to play 

character roles which were more tuned 

to mass audiences than film critics. In 

the year 1999, Puri acted in a 

commercially successful Kannada 

movie A.K. 47 as a responsible police 

officer who tries to keep the city safe 

from the underworld. Puri even 

rendered his own voice for the 

Kannada dialogues in the movie.

He became known internationally by 

starring in many British films such as 

East is East (1999), where he played a 

first-generation Pakistani immigrant in 

the north of England, struggling to 

come to terms with his far more 

westernized children. Puri was 

nominated for BAFTA award for his 

role in the movie. Later he reprised his 

role in the sequel West is West (2010) 

which despite his powerful acting 

turned out to be a huge 

disappointment at the box office. Two 

years before East Is East, he had been 

impressive as another immigrant 

father in My Son the Fanatic (1997), 

written by Hanif Kureishi. He played 

Parvez, a Pakistani taxi driver whose 

open and progressive attitude towards 

racial integration in Britain places him 

at loggerheads with his son, a budding 

Islamic fundamentalist. His other 

commercial British comedy hit was in 

2001, The Parole Officer, where he 

played George, one of Simon's dodgy 

crime trio.

He appeared in Hollywood films 

including City of Joy (1992), opposite 

Patrick Swayze; Wolf (1994) with Jack 

Nicholson; and The Ghost and the 

Darkness (1996) opposite Val Kilmer 

and Charlie Wilson's War (2007), 

starring Tom Hanks and Julia Roberts 

where he appeared as General Zia-ul-

Haq. Puri was also seen by British 

television audiences in ITV's The Jewel 

in the Crown (1984) and in the 

Channel 4 adaptation of Zadie Smith's 

White Teeth (2002). He played a Hindi 

professor who interviews a great Urdu 

poet in Ismail Merchant's In Custody 

(1994). 

His English-language films included 

the Michael Douglas/Val Kilmer 

adventure The Ghost and the Darkness 

(1996), Michael Winterbottom's 

futuristic thriller Code 46 (2003), Mira 

Nair's terrorism drama The Reluctant 

Fundamentalist (2012) and The 

Hundred-Foot Journey (2014), a feel 

good comedy-drama about competing 

restaurants in a French town, starring 

Helen Mirren and produced by Steven 

Spielberg and Oprah Winfrey.

Om Puri was a man of wit and 

compassion. While he continued to 

make us proud in the west he made 

sure to keep his mark affirm in the 

Hindi television & film industry as 

well. He has worked in Hindi 

television serials that underlined his 

versatility as a comedian. One was 

Kakkaji Kaheen (1988) (roughly 

meaning "Uncle Says") as a paan-

chewing 'Kakkaji', which was a parody 

on politicians, and Mr. Yogi (1989) as a 

suave 'Sutradhaar' who enjoys pulling 

the protagonist's leg. 

His acting prowess was unlimited. 

Whatever he did, he did it with 

passion and commitment. He received 

critical acclaim for his performance in 

Govind Nihalani's television film 

Tamas (1988) based on a Hindi novel of 

the same name. He played 

comic roles in Hindi films 

like Jaane Bhi Do Yaaro 

(1983) which reached a 

cult status, followed by 

Chachi 420 (1997), Hera 

Pheri (2000), Chor 

Machaye Shor (2002), 

Deewane Hue Pagal (2005), 

Chup Chup Ke (2006), 

Malamaal Weekly (2006), 

Kismet Connection (2008) 

and Oh My God (2012). He 

was regular in films 

directed by Priyadarshan 

and Kamal Haasan. His notable roles in 

commercial Hindi films included 

Ghayal (1990), Narsimha (1991), 

Drohkaal (1994), Mrityudand (1997), 

Aastha (1997), Hey Ram (2000), 

Pyar Toh Hona Hi Tha (1998), Farz 

(2001), Gadar (2001), Awara Pagal 

Deewana (2002), Maqbool (2003), 

Lakshya (2004), Dev (2004), Yuva 

(2004), Kyon ki (2005), Rang De Basanti 

(2006), Baabul (2006),  Singh Is Kinng 

(2008), Mere Baap Pehle Aap (2008), 

Billu (2009), Sangam (2009), Kurbaan 

(2009), Dabangg (2010), The Hangman 

(2010), Khap (2011), Don 2 (2011), 

Agneepath (2012), Bhaji In Problem 

(2013), Bajrangi Bhaijaan (2015), Mirzya 

(2016) and Ghayal Once Again (2016).

He has also worked in some episodes 

of the TV series Aahat during the 

second season which was aired 

between 2004 and 2005 on Sony 

channel. Other notable television 

appearances included Bharat Ek Khoj, 

Yatra, Mr. Yogi, Kakaji Kahin, Sea 

Hawks, Antaral, and Savdhaan India's 

second season.

He had a number of films awaiting 

release, including Viceroy's House, 

Gurinder Chadha's drama about the 

last days of the Raj, in which he co-

starred with Hugh Bonneville, Gillian 

Anderson and Michael Gambon. The 

film is due for release in March. At the 

time of his death in January 2017, he 

was working on the Marathi film, 15 

August Bhagile 26 January.

For his contributions to art 

and cinema, Puri was 

bestowed with Padma Shri, 

the fourth highest civilian 

award of India, in 1990; 

and was made an honorary 

Officer of the Order of the 

British Empire in 2004.

Om Puri was not just a 

remarkable actor but an 

equally good human being. 

With compassion in his 

heart there may not a 

single person in the 

industry who would not 

vouch for his good natured character. 

As a director's actor, he made his mark 

through various unconventional roles, 

making them his own identity, living 

by it and surprising his audiences year 

after year. A cult figure in the film 

industry he somehow become a bridge 

between the east and the west. All 

Lights Film Magazine pays its homage 

to this legendary actor, May his work 

live for centuries to come!
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He has also worked in some episodes 

of the TV series Aahat during the 

second season which was aired 

between 2004 and 2005 on Sony 

channel. Other notable television 

appearances included Bharat Ek Khoj, 

Yatra, Mr. Yogi, Kakaji Kahin, Sea 

Hawks, Antaral, and Savdhaan India's 

second season.

He had a number of films awaiting 

release, including Viceroy's House, 

Gurinder Chadha's drama about the 

last days of the Raj, in which he co-

starred with Hugh Bonneville, Gillian 

Anderson and Michael Gambon. The 

film is due for release in March. At the 

time of his death in January 2017, he 

was working on the Marathi film, 15 

August Bhagile 26 January.

For his contributions to art 

and cinema, Puri was 

bestowed with Padma Shri, 

the fourth highest civilian 

award of India, in 1990; 

and was made an honorary 

Officer of the Order of the 

British Empire in 2004.

Om Puri was not just a 

remarkable actor but an 

equally good human being. 

With compassion in his 

heart there may not a 

single person in the 

industry who would not 

vouch for his good natured character. 

As a director's actor, he made his mark 

through various unconventional roles, 

making them his own identity, living 

by it and surprising his audiences year 

after year. A cult figure in the film 

industry he somehow become a bridge 

between the east and the west. All 

Lights Film Magazine pays its homage 

to this legendary actor, May his work 

live for centuries to come!
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eath of a loved one is always a 

surprise. Though we all know 

that the time we have on this 

earth is limited we are still taken aback 

when we realize it has happened to 

someone who was close to us, 

someone who was robbed away from 

us too soon. Last year the entire 

Hollywood Industry went through a 

hard time when one after another 

many familiar famous faces left this 

world for their heavenly abode. Among 

the shocking celebrity deaths the one 

which jolted everyone was the sad 

demise of the "Star Wars" legend, 

Carrie Fisher.

An actress, author and screenwriter, 

Carrie Fisher belonged to a show 

business family who later became a 

cultural icon and an epitome of grit 

and wit after starring as Princess Leia 

in the Star Wars movies.

Born on October 21, 1956, in Los 

Angeles, California, he father, Eddie 

Fisher was a singer and mother Debbie 

Reynolds, a famous Hollywood actress 

herself.  Carrie had an inexplicable 

interest in books and writing poetry 

since early age. At the age of 15, 

following the legacy of her family, she 

first appeared in a Broadway show, 

Irene, starring her mother. She made 

her debut in Shampoo (1975) starring 

Warren Beatty, Julie Christie and 

Goldie Hawn. Carrie played Lorna, the 

daughter of Grant and Jack Warden's 

characters. Her biggest breakthrough 

came with George Lucas's blockbuster 

Star Wars (1977) where she played the 

smart and wisecracking 'Princess Leia' 

opposite Mark Hamill and Harrison. 

She later reprised her role in film 

sequels The Empire Strikes Back (1980) 

and Return of the Jedi (1983).

In 1980, she appeared in The Blues 

Brothers with Dan Aykroyd and John 

Belushi and returned to Broadway in 

Censored Scenes from King Kong. Two 

years later, she starred in the Broadway 

production of Agnes of God. Though 

her role as Princess Leia in Star Wars 

and its sequels made her famous, by 

mid 1980's she started struggling with 

alcohol and drug abuse. During that 

time she appeared in a series of films 

namely including Under the Rainbow 

(1981) and Hollywood Vice Squad 

(1986) which turned out to be largely 

forgettable. 

In the year 1987, she bounced back 

with her hit book Postcards from the 

Edge. A thinly veiled autobiography it 

was written after Carrie went to rehab 

in the wake of a near-fatal drug 

overdose. It was later adapted into a 

movie in 1990 starring Meryl Streep 

and Shirley MacLaine directed by Mike 

Nichols. Instead of opting for full 

fledged roles, she went on to play 

supporting roles in films like Woody 

Allen's Hannah and Her Sisters (1986), 

When Harry Met Sally (1989) and Soap 

Dish (1991). She later landed her own 

interview show with Oxygen Media 

called Conversations From the Edge 

with Carrie Fisher (2002-2003). Other 

television appearances included 

voicing the character of Angela on 

Family Guy, and making guest 

appearances on Sex and the City, Big 

Bang Theory and Entourage. She also 

had a recurring role playing Rob's 

mother on the British sitcom 

Catastrophe (2015).

Being a celebrity with immense love 

for writing she changed the course of 

her career to become a prolific author 

and screenwriter. Carrie helped revise 

many Hollywood scripts, including 

Sister Act (1992), Outbreak (1995) and 

The Wedding Singer (1998), among 

many others. She has also mined her 

own life experiences to create such 

bestselling books as The Best Awful 

There Is (2004), Wishful Drinking 

(2009) and Shockaholic (2012).

Carrie returned to the Star Wars for 

Episode VII - The Force Awakens 

(2015), directed by J.J. Abrams. Carrie 

had also completed filming the eighth 

episode of the Star Wars saga, which is 

scheduled for release in December 

2017.

In November 2016, she released The 

Princess Diarist, a memoir based on 

the diaries she wrote while filming the 

original Star Wars trilogy. Though 

Carrie gracefully carried the legacy of 

being Princess Leia for over a decade, 

she spoke of Bipolar Disorder with a 

mix of humor and spilling beans on 

the hard details of the ailment. In 

2016, Harvard College presented Fisher 

with its Annual Outstanding Lifetime 

Achievement Award.

Carrie died on December 27, 2016, just 

days after suffering a major heart 

attack. She was 60 years old. A day 

after her death, Debbie Reynolds too 

left for her heavenly abode to be with 

her daughter. After Carrie's and 

Reynolds' memorials, Bright Lights, an 

HBO documentary about their 

relationship aired on January 7, 2017.

A princess, a rebel and a brave voice, 

Carrie Fisher was one of the gentlest 

soul in the Hollywood industry who 

entered the industry as a princes in 

peril who endured things which were 

not just interesting but complicated. 

She became a legend for little girls who 

made her their icon. 

As Carrie Fisher quoted "I don't want 

life to imitate art. I want life to be art." 

She lived her life and used her 

celebrity status to speak the truth, 

encouraging and inspiring people and 

showed by example that we all can live 

and thrive.

Bidding Adieu to Princess Leia

D
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Genre : Science fiction/Thriller

Release Date : June 23, 2017

Director : Michael Bay

Cast : Mark Wahlberg, Josh Duhamel, 

Peter Cullen, Anthony Hopkins, Laura 

Haddock, Isabela Moner, Stanley Tucci, John 

Turturro, Tyrese Gibson, Liam Garrigan, 

Santiago Cabrera, John Goodman, Ken 

Watanabe, John Dimaggio, Frank Welker

Genre : Action/Adventure

Release Date : October 6, 2017

Director : Matthew Vaughn

Cast : Taron Egerton, Colin Firth, 

Mark Strong, Channing Tatum, Jeff Bridges, 

Julianne Moore, Pedro Pascal, Halle Berry, 

Vinnie Jones, Sophie Cookson, Elton John

Genre : Fantasy/Action
Release Date : December 22, 2017

Director : Jake Kasdan

Cast : Dwayne Johnson, Kevin Hart, 

Karen Gillan, Jack Black, Alex Wolff, Bobby 

Cannavale, Nick Jonas, Rhys Darby, Tim 

Matheson

Studios : Columbia Pictures, Sony

Genre : Action/Comedy

Release Date : May 26, 2017

Director : Seth Gordon

Cast : Dwayne Johnson, Zac Efron, 

Priyanka Chopra, Alexandra Daddario, Kelly 

Rohrbach, Ilfenesh Hadera, Jon Bass, Hannibal 

Buress, David Hasselhoff

Synopsis: In a brand new Jumanji adventure, the 

tables are turned as four teenagers are sucked into 

Jumanji's world - pitted against rhinos, black mambas 

and an endless variety of jungle traps and puzzles. To 

survive, they'll play as characters from the game: meek 

Spencer becomes a brave explorer; hulky jock Fridge 

becomes a tiny genius; It-girl Bethany becomes a 

bookworm professor; and unathletic Martha becomes 

an amazonian warrior. To beat the game and return to 

the real world with their lives, they'll have to start 

seeing things in an entirely different way.

Studios : Paramount

Synopsis: Baywatch brings back the television 

phenomenon of the '90s and puts it on the big screen 

with a story that follows devoted lifeguard Mitch 

Buchannon as he butts heads with a brash new recruit. 

Together, they uncover a local criminal plot that 

threatens the future of the Bay. 

Studios : Platinum Dunes, Hasbro, 

Paramount

Synopsis: The Last Knight has Optimus Prime 

searching through the cosmos for the Quintessons, 

the beings believed to be responsible for the creation 

of the Transformers race. Meanwhile back at home, 

Wahlberg's Cade Yeager will be facing a new alien 

threat that brings Lennox (and possibly Epps) back 

into duty.

Transformers: The Last Knight

Studios : Marv Films, Fox

Synopsis: Eggsy, Merlin and Roxy head to the United 

States to join forces with Statesman, Kingsman's 

American counterpart, after the HQ is destroyed by 

Poppy, a nefarious criminal mastermind. 

Kingsman: The Golden Circle

Jumanji 2

Baywatch
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Genre : Drama/Thriller

Release Date : June 23, 2017

Director : Sofia Coppola

Cast : Colin Farrell, Nicole Kidman, 
Kirsten Dunst, Elle Fanning

Studios : American Zoetrope, FR 
Productions, Focus Features

Synopsis: At a girls' school in Virginia during the Civil 
War, where the young women have been sheltered 
from the outside world, a wounded Union soldier is 
taken in. Soon, the house is taken over with sexual 
tension, rivalries, and an unexpected turn of events. 
The movie is an remake of 1971 acclaimed classic 
starring Clint Eastwood.

The Beguiled

Genre : Crime/Drama 

Release Date : October 13, 2017

Director : Tomas Alfredson

Cast : Michael Fassbender, Rebecca 

Ferguson, Toby Jones, J.K. Simmons, Jakob 

Oftebro

The Snowman
Studios : Working Title Films, Universal 

Pictures

Synopsis: A boy finds his missing mother's pink 

scarf wrapped around the neck of a sinister-looking 

snowman. Detective Harry Hole is called in to 

investigate and begins to suspect it's the work of a 

serial killer.

Release Date : July 21, 2016

Director : Christopher Nolan

Cast : Tom Hardy, Cillian Murphy, 

Mark Rylance, Harry Styles, Kenneth Branagh, 

James D'arcy, Aneurin Barnard, Jack Lowden, 

Kevin Guthrie, Barry Keoghan, Elliott Tittensor

Studios : Warner Bros.

Dunkirk Synopsis: A group of soldiers lead by Corporal 

"Tubby" Bins (John Mills), stranded in France, must 

make their way to the shores of Dunkirk in hopes of 

a rescue. Back in Britain, Charles Foreman (Bernard 

Lee), a newspaper reporter, desperately tries to raise 

awareness among the public of the horrible reality of 

the war. When the British navy calls for all civilian 

ships to aid in a rescue, Foreman takes out his own 

small boat and attempts to bring Tubby and his men 

home safely.

Release Date : May 19, 2017

Director : Ridley Scott

Cast : Katherine Waterston, 

Michael Fassbender, Billy Crudup, Noomi 

Rapace, Danny Mcbride, Callie Hernandez, 

Carmen Ejogo, Demián Bichir, James Franco, 

Guy Pearce

Release Date : November 3, 2017

Director : Taika Waititi

Cast: Chris Hemsworth, Mark Ruffalo, Tom 

Hiddleston, Tessa Thompson, Cate Blanchett, 

Idris Elba, Anthony Hopkins, Karl Urban, Jeff 

Goldblum, Sam Neill, Jaimie Alexander, Ray 

Stevenson, Tadanobu Asano, Benedict 

Cumberbatch

Release Date : July 14, 2017

Director : Matt Reeves

Cast: Andy Serkis, Judy Greer, Woody 

Harrelson, Steve Zahn, Aleks Paunovic, Ty 

Olsson, Sara Canning, Max Lloyd-Jones

Studios : Chernin Entertainment, Fox

Synopsis: In the third chapter of the critically 

War for the Planet of the Apes
acclaimed blockbuster franchise, Caesar and his apes 

are forced into a deadly conflict with an army of 

humans led by a ruthless Colonel. After the apes suffer 

unimaginable losses, Caesar wrestles with his darker 

instincts and begins this own mythic quest to avenge 

his kind. As the journey finally brings them face to face, 

Caesar and the Colonel are pitted against each other in 

an epic battle that will determine the fate of both their 

species and the future of the planet.

Studios : Fox

Synopsis: Bound for a remote planet on the far side of 

the galaxy, the crew of the colony ship Covenant 

discovers what they think is an uncharted paradise, 

but is actually a dark, dangerous world - whose sole 

inhabitant is the "synthetic" David (Michael 

Fassbender), survivor of the doomed Prometheus 

expedition. 

Studios : Marvel Studios, Disney

Synopsis: Thor is imprisoned on the other side of the 

universe without his mighty hammer and finds 

himself in a race against time to get back to Asgard to 

stop Ragnarok-the destruction of his homeworld and 

the end of Asgardian civilization at the hands of an all-

powerful new threat, the ruthless Hela. But first he 

must survive a deadly gladiatorial contest that pits him 

against his former ally and fellow Avenger-the 

Incredible Hulk!

Alien : Covenant

Thor: Ragnarok

Release Date : July 7, 2017

Director : Jon Watts

Cast : Tom Holland, Marisa Tomei, 

Michael Keaton, Robert Downey Jr., Jon 

Favreau, Zendaya, Bokeem Woodbine, Logan 

Marshall-Green, Martin Starr, Donald Glover, 

Angourie Rice, Laura Harrier, Jacob Batalon, 

Tony Revolori, Hannibal Buress, Stan Lee

Studios : Columbia Pictures, Marvel 

Studios, Sony, Disney

Spider Man: Homecoming
Synopsis: Thrilled by his experience with the 

Avengers, young Peter Parker returns home to live with 

his Aunt May. Under the watchful eye of mentor Tony 

Stark, Parker starts to embrace his newfound identity 

as Spider-Man. He also tries to return to his normal 

daily routine -- distracted by thoughts of proving 

himself to be more than just a friendly neighborhood 

superhero. Peter must soon put his powers to the test 

when the evil Vulture emerges to threaten everything 

that he holds dear.

Release Date : June 2, 2017

Director : Patty Jenkins

Cast : Gal Gadot, Robin Wright, 

Connie Nielsen, Chris Pine, Danny Huston, 

David Thewlis, Elena Anaya, Lucy Davis, Ewen 

Bremner

Studios : DC Entertainment, Atlas 

Entertainment, Warner Bros.

Release Date : November 17, 2017

Director : Zack Snyder

Cast : Henry Cavill, Ben Affleck, 

Gal Gadot, Jason Momoa, Ezra Miller, Ray 

Fisher, Amy Adams, Amber Heard, Kiersey 

Clemons, Jeremy Irons, Diane Lane, Connie 

Nielsen, J.K. Simmons, Jesse Eisenberg, 

Willem Dafoe, Ciarán Hinds, Daniel Stisen, 

Samantha Jo

Wonder Woman Synopsis: Wonder Woman sees Batman V Superman: 

Dawn of Justice's Gal Gadot return as the title character 

in the epic action adventure from director Patty 

Jenkins. Before she was Wonder Woman, she was 

Diana, princess of the Amazons, trained to be an 

unconquerable warrior. Raised on a sheltered island 

paradise, when an American pilot crashes on their 

shores and tells of a massive conflict raging in the 

outside world, Diana leaves her home, convinced she 

can stop the threat. Fighting alongside man in a war to 

end all wars, Diana will discover her full powers…and 

her true destiny.

Studios : DC Entertainment, Warner 

Bros.

Synopsis: Fueled by his restored faith in humanity 

and inspired by Superman's selfless act, Bruce Wayne 

enlists the help of his newfound ally, Diana Prince, to 

face an even greater enemy.  Together, Batman and 

Wonder Woman work quickly to find and recruit a 

team of metahumans to stand against this newly 

awakened threat.  But despite the formation of this 

unprecedented league of heroes-Batman, Wonder 

Woman, Aquaman, Cyborg and The Flash-it may 

already be too late to save the planet from an assault of 

catastrophic proportions.

Justice League

Release Date : June 9, 2017

Director : Alex Kurtzman

Cast : Tom Cruise, Sofia Boutella, 

Russell Crowe, Annabelle Wallis, Jake Johnson, 

Chasty Ballesteros, Courtney B. Vance, Javier 

Botet

Studios : Secret Hideout, Universal

Synopsis: Thought safely entombed in a tomb deep 

beneath the unforgiving desert, an ancient princess 

(Sofia Boutella) whose destiny was unjustly taken from 

her is awakened in our current day, bringing with her 

malevolence grown over millennia and terrors that 

defy human comprehension.

The Mummy
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unimaginable losses, Caesar wrestles with his darker 

instincts and begins this own mythic quest to avenge 

his kind. As the journey finally brings them face to face, 

Caesar and the Colonel are pitted against each other in 

an epic battle that will determine the fate of both their 

species and the future of the planet.

Studios : Fox

Synopsis: Bound for a remote planet on the far side of 

the galaxy, the crew of the colony ship Covenant 

discovers what they think is an uncharted paradise, 

but is actually a dark, dangerous world - whose sole 

inhabitant is the "synthetic" David (Michael 

Fassbender), survivor of the doomed Prometheus 

expedition. 

Studios : Marvel Studios, Disney

Synopsis: Thor is imprisoned on the other side of the 

universe without his mighty hammer and finds 

himself in a race against time to get back to Asgard to 

stop Ragnarok-the destruction of his homeworld and 

the end of Asgardian civilization at the hands of an all-

powerful new threat, the ruthless Hela. But first he 

must survive a deadly gladiatorial contest that pits him 

against his former ally and fellow Avenger-the 

Incredible Hulk!

Alien : Covenant

Thor: Ragnarok

Release Date : July 7, 2017

Director : Jon Watts

Cast : Tom Holland, Marisa Tomei, 

Michael Keaton, Robert Downey Jr., Jon 

Favreau, Zendaya, Bokeem Woodbine, Logan 

Marshall-Green, Martin Starr, Donald Glover, 

Angourie Rice, Laura Harrier, Jacob Batalon, 

Tony Revolori, Hannibal Buress, Stan Lee

Studios : Columbia Pictures, Marvel 

Studios, Sony, Disney

Spider Man: Homecoming
Synopsis: Thrilled by his experience with the 

Avengers, young Peter Parker returns home to live with 

his Aunt May. Under the watchful eye of mentor Tony 

Stark, Parker starts to embrace his newfound identity 

as Spider-Man. He also tries to return to his normal 

daily routine -- distracted by thoughts of proving 

himself to be more than just a friendly neighborhood 

superhero. Peter must soon put his powers to the test 

when the evil Vulture emerges to threaten everything 

that he holds dear.

Release Date : June 2, 2017

Director : Patty Jenkins

Cast : Gal Gadot, Robin Wright, 

Connie Nielsen, Chris Pine, Danny Huston, 

David Thewlis, Elena Anaya, Lucy Davis, Ewen 

Bremner

Studios : DC Entertainment, Atlas 

Entertainment, Warner Bros.

Release Date : November 17, 2017

Director : Zack Snyder

Cast : Henry Cavill, Ben Affleck, 

Gal Gadot, Jason Momoa, Ezra Miller, Ray 

Fisher, Amy Adams, Amber Heard, Kiersey 

Clemons, Jeremy Irons, Diane Lane, Connie 

Nielsen, J.K. Simmons, Jesse Eisenberg, 

Willem Dafoe, Ciarán Hinds, Daniel Stisen, 

Samantha Jo

Wonder Woman Synopsis: Wonder Woman sees Batman V Superman: 

Dawn of Justice's Gal Gadot return as the title character 

in the epic action adventure from director Patty 

Jenkins. Before she was Wonder Woman, she was 

Diana, princess of the Amazons, trained to be an 

unconquerable warrior. Raised on a sheltered island 

paradise, when an American pilot crashes on their 

shores and tells of a massive conflict raging in the 

outside world, Diana leaves her home, convinced she 

can stop the threat. Fighting alongside man in a war to 

end all wars, Diana will discover her full powers…and 

her true destiny.

Studios : DC Entertainment, Warner 

Bros.

Synopsis: Fueled by his restored faith in humanity 

and inspired by Superman's selfless act, Bruce Wayne 

enlists the help of his newfound ally, Diana Prince, to 

face an even greater enemy.  Together, Batman and 

Wonder Woman work quickly to find and recruit a 

team of metahumans to stand against this newly 

awakened threat.  But despite the formation of this 

unprecedented league of heroes-Batman, Wonder 

Woman, Aquaman, Cyborg and The Flash-it may 

already be too late to save the planet from an assault of 

catastrophic proportions.

Justice League

Release Date : June 9, 2017

Director : Alex Kurtzman

Cast : Tom Cruise, Sofia Boutella, 

Russell Crowe, Annabelle Wallis, Jake Johnson, 

Chasty Ballesteros, Courtney B. Vance, Javier 

Botet

Studios : Secret Hideout, Universal

Synopsis: Thought safely entombed in a tomb deep 

beneath the unforgiving desert, an ancient princess 

(Sofia Boutella) whose destiny was unjustly taken from 

her is awakened in our current day, bringing with her 

malevolence grown over millennia and terrors that 

defy human comprehension.

The Mummy
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WORLD’S FINEST DUAL 4K THEATRE
WITH 80000 WATTS ATMOS SOUND AND

70 X 30 FEET GIANT SCREEN 

Ariesplex Pvt Ltd, Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala 695001, +91 9539008296

Experience Cinema Like Never Before !!
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